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standing that they will ioin the union if they
are not already a member. This is contrary
to what the press monopoly would have us
believe.

Neither does a chapel wish to dictate to an
editor what can or cannot be published. The
National Union of Journalists (NUJ) Code l
of Conduct states clearly that all iournalists
should fight for the freedom to publish and
comment fairly.

BOSSES ORGANISED

So here we have workers equipped, ready,
and willing to fight the enemy boss class.
Sick joke. What of the editor? That most -
respected (in the public eye) of persons.
The bosses would have us believe that editors
are independent. They are independent of
the NUJ, but not independent of the news-
paper proprietors who employ them. The
Guild of Editors,-to which many provincial
editors belong, is not an independent body.
Its I._ondon headquarters are the home of the
Newspaper Society (Bosses Union) which
with producing the copy (‘news and
fiction‘) that goes to form our daily diet of
propaganda output from Britian's free press.
But the lesson is clear. If they are aware
of their role as workers and tools of the
bosses, do they want radical change? If
59: Q"-1' they equipped along with their
fellow workers in the newspaper industry to
effect this change? As will be seen shortly,
most newspaper proprietors have financial
interests well beyond and unrelated to the
production of newspapers. In any attempt
to run newspapers in the interest of all, news-
paper workers must necessarily gain the sup-
port of, and enlist aid from, these other
workers.

What of the enemy -- the boss class, the
newspaper proprietors? In Britain 90°/o of
the press is owned by several large compan-
ies, often themselves subsidiaries of huge

international conglomerates. The workers
have to smash the charmed circle of ‘owner-
ship and control exercised by Lord Thompson,
Lord Cowdray, Sir Max Aitken, ‘Rupert
Murdoch, the Berry family, etc. As will
be shown, this is no easy task, even when
the enemy is clearly indentified.

A STAR IS SHOT DOWN

It would seem reasonable to believe that
with a free press in existence, all shades
of opinion would be represented and new
papers welcomed. Not so. Why? Because
new national papers mean that advertising
revenue is spread more thinly. In June,
I956, Hulton Press, owners of Picture Post
and other periodicals had completed plans
for the first full colour Sunday newspaper in
Britain and very possibly in the world. In-
stead the proiect foundered before the
opposition of the Newspaper Proprietors
Association (NPA) and the National Federa-
tion of Retail Newsagents -- both bodies
much concerned in the advantages offered
by a rigidly - controlled newspaper industry.
From the NPA Hultons received an ultimatum
The new paper would not be allowed to share
in NPA distribution facilities or be carried
by the newspaper trains which are essential
for speedy overnight delivery unless it were
handled by newsagents on exactly the some
discount terms as existing Sunday newspapers.

From the Federation of Retail Newsagents
came a second ultimatum. The two were
mutually exclusive. For the Federation
demanded better terms than newsagents
were getting from NPA members and in-
formed Hultons that unless these improved
terms were given newsagents would be
instructed not to handle the Sunday Star.
Hultons thus found themselves in a wholly
impossible situation. Unless they accepted
the Federation's demands the paper would
not be sold by the maiority of newsagents.
If they did the NPA would refuse tap‘ allow
it on the newspaper trains. if
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So it seems we will have to rely on the work
ing class to bring freedom to the British
pres. At present Britain hos a silenced
maiority - thevast body of working people
whose ideas, aims and aspirations are
never heard or discussed in the pres.
Truth resides with that most unrepreenta-
tive and SUBVERSIVE minority --,the seven
newspaper combine. I
Control of the newspaper corporations must
be seized from the capitalist boss class.
This is exh'emely difficult when these cor-
porations are themselvesubsidiorie of
other huge conglomerate having
multifarious interets. Thus newspaper
workers cannot and should not gain
control, except in unison with the whole
of the working class, acting as one body
with one aim: revolutionary self-
management and abolition of wage slavery.
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What WE~can do about it

Do newspaper wcrkers and especially those  
who are aware ofthe urgent need to trans-
form the relations of production understand
their situation? ll think so, but let us look
at what they must overcome before they can
start building solidcrity with other sectors
of the working class and before any measure
of revolutionary industrial unionism is at-
tained. This assume that the existing
handicap of trade unions and craft mentality
is eroded in the proces of extending the
fight with the immediate boss to include
the parent corporations. s
Today's newspaper corporations are profita-
ble -- many of them immensely so -- in
spite of their newspapers -- and because of
theirheflvy invetments in other sectors of
the economy. Yet paradoxically it is thee
investments that determine that today's
papers are iust as much propaganda machine
as their forerunnels of the l930's. I t
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and hotels and increasingly, property. The press
acts as a seismograph for cap|tal|sm. Its own
interests are inextricably linked .with' the interests

of the system as a whole. So that if any section of
the system is under attack then the press reacts

with furious hysteria. The Daily Mail for example
could hardly be expected to look favourably upon
a strike by London dockers because of its substan-
tial interests in a London wharfage company.
These interests would alsodetermine its attitude
towards a Labour government's plans to extend
nationalisation of the docks .

Lord Cowdray‘s _f_jng_n§i_al_Iim§s_, Westminster Press
group, which owns Lazards, a leading merchant
bank, would react predictably to any move to curb
the enormous profits of the banks or to make them
socially accountable. The same group would cert-
ainly prefer the stability afforded by the recent
Greek colonels' regime to any lurch to the left
because of its Greek holding company, the
Societe Generale Hellenique. Through its invest-
ments the press has developed a convenient
reach -me-down stock of responses to meet any
situation. Profits are a g2_o_d_l_:_h_iQg, made poss-
ible by the private ownership of the means of
production. Employers are urbane, civilised men
who always make generous offers. Strikes, on the
other hand, are _bgil__t_h_i_i_1g§_ M that hold the country
to ransom and are organised by small groups of
politically-motivated men. Union leaders are
rough diamonds who demand and threaten and
bully. Wish they did more of it then 1'.
It seems that the benefits of private ownership
are so powerful that scarcely any attention is
paid to the fact that in reality it does not exist
any more and that modern society is more and
more dominated by a few giant cartels. Public
ownership, on the other hand, they say is
'inefficient' and 'unprofitaTbIe' . No mention of
the £5m. plus o-f taxpayers‘ money given daily
to private industry. Any extension of state

1 \
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‘The major areas -of newspape_rllinvjestmen__t are oil, I" l'h°jIl"5l'llPl°l¢°-
banks, road and air transport, television, docks

Over the past 20 years the following major
newspapers have fallen victim to the system
of a press run for profits. The list is by no
means exhaustive and does not include hun-
dreds of weekly titles which have disappeared -
in that period:

Daily Recorder
Sunday Chronicle
Daily Dispatch
Daily News
Yorks Observer
Gazette
Evening News
Evening News
Evening News I
Bulletin s
Sunday Graphic
Empire News
News Chronicle
Star
Sunday Dispatch
Evening World
Evening News
Evening News
Evening Chronicle
Evening Mail

st Evening Dispatch
Evening Dispatch
Evening News
Evening News
Sunday Citizen
Scottish Daily Mail
Evening Mail
Daily Sketch
Guardian Journal I
Evening Citizen
Scottish Sunday Express
Scottish Daily Express

. ‘ __ _|__

London
National
Manchester
Brighton
Bradford
Birmingham
Glasgow
Liverpool
Tyneside
Glasgow
National
National
National
London
National
Bristol
Nottingham
Leeds
Manchester
Leicester
Birmingham
Edinburgh
H ereford
C arl isl e
National
Edinburgh
C hatham
National
Nottingham
G lasgow
Glasgow
Glasgow

Te»
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I954
I955
I955
I955
I956
I956
I957
I958
I959
I960
I960
I960
I960
I960
I96I
I962
I963
I963
I963
I963
I963
I963
I966
I967
I967
I968
I969
I97I
I973
I974
I974
I974

Look how excited backbench headline writers
become when they unearth a militant involved in
a wage claim. Newspaper style is devined and
refined to get the readers to accept that the
current social system, despite its imperfections,
is basically sound, fair and increasingly
egalitarian. Did somebody say something about
7°/0 of the population owning 84% of the wealth?
Sorry, that's just propaganda! Groups or individ-
uals who challenge the existing set-up are dis-
missed as mindless militants, extremists, subver-
sives and wreckers. There is no debate about it.
The ideas of the opponents of the system are
never discussed - just dismissed with a volley of
crude cliches, battering headlines and the occ-
asional witch-hunt.

Workers
Opportunities

In his book, i_J_l’_6_§§lil;9_S_2l1__i'L|§_Et:_6§§, Charles Wintour
cites as two examples of working class attempts
to undermine the freedom of the press the action
of electricians on the Lggdggjy_en_j_gg_§_t;a_g_1_d_a_r§_
to put the case for the power workers during their
dispute in I970. Secondly he quotes the refusal
of the National Graphical Association (NGA)
members on the S__ou_t_h_e11_d_§tgn_d_a_|;_d_ to print an
edition with a ballot paper calling on striking
Ford workers to vote for a return to work. S

Unlike Wintour l see these actions as extend-
ing pres freedom where print workers use their
industrial strength to put the case of other
workers who are denied access to the media.
We will need much more of this kind of action
in the times ahead, as the struggle intensifies.,
and we need to destroy that version of the truth
trumpeted by the press moguls from the comfort
of their investment portfolios. I

Joe Dace

WALLS. & BARS
Eugene V. Debs, the great W['|j[ jl j|[j|[ |i[|j| mu 5
American socialist who diedfi j -'
5I years ago, spent enough 5 _ j I
of his life behind bars to ! W

LCLAS R5ofrfufiucgeimI
form some firm judgments I ~' -
about the penal system. He 2 ‘ ,1_ I ,1. I
wrote a book called WALLS 3 I "' I '7
& BARS and in it he observ-jE . ,,_j@,l; E

ed» "' w<>~'d not confine l vnu'n£uu11nn|t run us
my worst enemy into any American prison or“ I '
jail; they are unfit for human habitation."

SONE

Alvin Stalcup, an IWW member from Santa Rosa,
California, thought Debs's book might make in-
structive reading for some of today's prison inmates
and so he donated a copy to the library at San
Quentin prison -- or rather, he tried to, but his
gift was refused.

An inquiry to Governor Brown elicited a response
from an officer in the California Department of
Correction, who cited Section 2600.4 of the Cal-
ifornia Penal Code which authorizes prison author-
ities to bar writings which tend to "incite murder,
arson, riot, violent racism, or any other form of
violence."

"From the samples of Mr. Debs's writings which
you enclosed with your letter," the officer wrote,
"l must agree with the prison Iibrarianthat such
writings could tend to incite certain of our inmates
to violencej, They therefore would not be appro-
priate in the__,_prison._ library."

Gene Debs vysuld be..so pleased to know that he
is still a subversive force after fifty years -- and
so sad to see ‘how little change there has been
in America.

I

(WALLS 8. BARS by Eugene Debs, 288pp., illus.,
bibliography, is available from

Elaine Godina
1 16 Chaddemton Way

Oldham, Lanes.
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"The government havedecided that no one may be employed

in the Civil Service in connection with work the nature of
which is vital to the security of the State if he is or has
recently been a member of the British Communist Party or

- of a fascist organisation -- or Tif, in such a way as to raise
legitimate doubts about his reliability he is or has been
sympathetic to Communism or Fascism, or associated with
Communists or FascisTts or their sympathisers, or is suscep-
tible to Communist or Fascist pressure."

Now, if like me, you had only just come across
this statement you would have thought that it was
more appropriate to anyone wanting to join M.l.5
or some State counter-espionage group. But no,
it forms part of advice to applicants to the Home
Civil Service.

Desperation
So, there I was, desperate for work and having
been on the dole for too long I thought that work-
ing at the Department of Health and Social Se-
curity as a clerical assistant would at least be a
way of getting some money together. But then I
read this. I thought that maybe I would be guard-
ing classified information of some kind, informal-
tion that must not fall into the hands of Joe Pub-
lic. But no, the application was for a clerical
(or in other words, counter assistant) position.
No top secrets to look after. So why all this
guff on security? All right, so I'm not a Fascist
and I'm not a member of the Communist Party.
But perhaps I'm sympathetic to communism of a
libertarian nature, not the hackneyed CP variety.
As a libertarian, that makes me, in the State's
view, both "susceptibIe to Communism" and
"sympathetic to Communism" and therefore "un-
reliable" for this type of work. So no job, in
fact no point in applying. I mean, the only
classified information that the DHSS has is what's
called the "A" Code. This is the actual work

* I

manual which governs the putting into practice of
the I966 Social Security Act. So in the wrong
hands (presumably commies and fascists) this is
vital information for anyone who is on the dole,
squatting, or part of a Claimants Union. In fact,
anyone who has to claim anything from the State-~
pensions, attendance allowance, or most any kind
of benefit.

So that little paragraph might stop a lot of people
proceeding any further in their application. But
what does it mean? Do we as a nation have any
secrets which are unknown to the "superpowers"?
Of course the Home Civil Service covers most, if
not all government departments where civil ser-
vants are supposedly thinking up policies to put
the "state of the State" in order. And according
to the government of the day, there are many
matters of national security which must not be
allowed to get into "enemy" hands.

State of the Nation A
But I reckon that they simply mean that they ain t
going to tell the truth about the real state of the
nation. They misinform and lie rather than spell
it out simply to people. They don't want the mass U
of British working people to have enough infor-
mation to be able to work out that something is

And if you are not put off by all this and contin-
ue with your application you come up against
the "State spies". To quote again from the para-

graph on Security: S

You are therefore advised that certain Depart-
ments ond certain parts in other Departments
will not be open to persons who are thought to
fall within the above categorie. In order to
ensure the reliability of persons to be employed
in exceptionally secret work, Departments make
special enquiries known as ‘positive vetting‘ .
Thee entail completion by the person of q
security quetionnaire and certain background
enquirie by special investigating officers.
Thee enquirie are concerned not only with
political sympathies or associations of the kind
previously mentioned but also with revealing
any character defects which might be a poten-
tial risk to security."

Industrial  Espionage I
Now this type of invetigation into the background
of the person applying for work is not new. Part of
so-called "industrial espionage" involve checking
up on the background of not only all potential ap-
plicants, but also those members of the working
class who have been involved in any kind of indus-
trial dispute. The so-called "militants" .* It's, not
only the workers who get this behind-the-scene
invetigation. Remember the accusations of many
students from various universitie that secret files
were being kept on them and in fact the_subse—

quent finding of such secret files revelaed these
accusations to be true.

Feeling Secure ‘? l
Let there be no doubt that this type ofunderhand
investigation of a purely political nature goes on
all around us. Some of you who read this will N
probably have been checked on by one of the
State's little secret organisations. There are
supposedly over 2 million people on secret files
in this country, representing 8 - I0% of working
people. _
At least the Home Civil Service spell it out to you.
They tell you that if you want such a job you will
have to go through a political vetting system. -The
situation then becomes clearer to the applicant and

u Iyou can make a choice more or les aware of what
will happen later on. What working people should
be aware of is that this type of investigation happen:
in many industrie in this country without our know-
ledge. So-called militant workers are singled out oi
blacklisted. Some find -it increasingly difficult to ol
tain work of a similar nahire to the job they've left.

So ask yourself whose security is being looked after
and by whom. Certainly not security of employment
for the working class, but definitely the security of
the State. Big Brother is watching us and we must
become ever-increasingly aware of this intrusion int:
our live. A

MADGE SMYTHE
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drastically wrong. And that's a whole new point s
of discussion .
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You know, when you write here in the USA for a
British joumal, you are aware of that very fact --
that you are writing for a British journal. And l
find myself hoping that if I get too~far into "Amer-
icanee" to be understood, the editors will edit it
into something comprehensible. At any rate I'll
not presume to attempt any idiom other than the
one with which l'm familiar, and always shall
write with the aim and hope of addresing human- N
ity, whenever and wherever.



I do claim a certain relationship with the British
people, however. I spent my Ilth through 2lst
birthdays in Bisbee, Arizona, a copper mining
centre. Bisbee acquired a certain infamy in I
labour circles through the deportation of some I200
IWW strikers in I9I7. But we won't go into that
here. What I wish to mention is there were a
goodly number of miners from Cornwall settled
there. We called them "Cousin Jacks". (a fe-
male was "Cousin Jenny") To this day I don't
know the origin of the appellation. I would
guess that it comes in as an offshoot of the com-
mon expression "our English cousins" . -

Anyway, some bit of Cornwall rubbed off on me
(I claim -- for what conscious thought does a
hare—brained kid give to those things?) I remem-

Family old Billy Hell. But were I (or any out-
lander) to add on a choms, I'd be in danger of
getting my head knocked off. I wonder if it's
still like that? And does that kind of loyalty
extend. to the Labour Government? Not knowing,
I'll just sort of hedge and tell it as nearly as I can
remember in the words of a deck officer on a Brit-
ish ship whom I met shortly before I retired. He
said:

"The Labour Party is the greatest thing that ever
happened to the Conservatives. A proposition,
that if it came from the Torie the working class
would reject summarily, the people will say,
'Well, I don't like it but it's coming from our
own party, so it must be really necessary for
the country.'

- "So what the Tories couldn't do in a hundredber that I used to love to listen to the vernacular,
the articulation and the inflections of their speech.
After the winds of fortune blew me from the Arizona
mountains to the Gulf of Mexico flatlands in I929,
hence to spend the rest of my working career asa
dock-walloper in a couple of Texas ports, I always
felt a certain kinship when a British crew would
dock. Listening to them talk was like "back home".
But I have to believe that we never full assimilate
a culture unless we're born into it or enter it at a
very early age. As an example, I have never been
able to bring to my mind what the word "bloody"
conveys to the English mind. Well, I'll leave this
and get to something else with this thought:

Them there Cousin Jacks well knew what they
were about when it came to hard-rock mining!

Chi ysl r Corpcration
Well, shucksl Seems like I've got England on my
mind this trip out. I should think that Chrysler's

years the Labour Party does for them in a few
days. It's a partnership. The only difference
is rhetoric. They are both defending the some
System . "

So there. A subject of the realm said it, I didn't.
But hell's bells, English cousins, doesn't it register
that any -- every -- attempt to evaluate Chrysler
Corporations, Labour Parties, Tories or any of the
other beneficiaries of the profit system is simply a
distraction from the real problem? The real problem
is: How do we provide the good things of life to
all alike? How do we replace multinational cor-
poration ultimatums and govemment edicts with
worker-management of our own resources? Pro-
duction for use instead of for profit?

Collectives l
Here_ Stateside there appears to be a healthy
movement towards collective efforts at production
and distribution consciously aimed at challenging

rip-off of the British government wa uld still be well- the capitalist system. Efforts at co-ops and col-
remembered by the time this reaches print. This is
not unique, but universal. The multinationals are

‘I lectives heretofore -- correct me if I'm wrong --
had been aimed more at escaping or evading the

challenging national governments around the world, System, rather than challenging it. I see the
the theme: " Lay a subsidy on us or we'll shut down present trend as coming to grips with reality. I
and where will your economy be?" And the govern- have to hope that these collective trends and the
ments are knuckling under.

This brings to mind more of what used to be. A
British subject could and would give the Royal

IWW find compatibility. For there is really small
chance of collectivizing to challenge Chrysler and
General Motors from the outside. So the One Big
Union idea is still a necessary force. I

ii.

(INTEGRATION
It means integration, good people, integration of Wu I I I I
efforts between and among all producers. Especi- j ' "I j_ II E
ally do we need to look to the land. And arable l I W
land in the USA is disa earin at the rate of more H f ‘ T IPP 9
than a million acrea annually, into superhighways
and super shopping centres and super housing es-
tates, as the show goes on and the music goes
round and around, to the tune of a fast buck.

Yes, we had better look to the land, for the land
is a prime renewable resource. Land, crops, mean
survival. Now the spouters of the Conventional
Wisdom tell us that Britain could never achieve
socialism on her own because she must import her
foodstuffs. Who says this is so? The very same
who are pouring concrete over the farm lands of
the United States and calling it progress.

How about letting this here non- expert suggest?
That if you make sensible use of your land re-
sources in the British Isle, with your goal the
sustaining of your population, you can feed your
entire population and have a surplus over. (Did
I hear somebody whisper, "Russia couldn't."
Friend, I said sensible use of the land.) Inte- I

5...‘-I

T...
fix

Your mortgage payments terminate in 2004
or the end of the world, whichever is first.

So these entrepreneurs, in a world laid to rubble,
irradiated for who knows how long, with popula-
tion, if any surviving, poisoned with radiation,
are going to themselves survive and go right on

9,01-éd effort, se|f_mOnGgemem’ You coujd say is with titles and deeds and interest rates and Cad-
. I

the progenitor of self-sufficiency.

Stsrange Love
Here in the US Senator Proxmire has made Iit_
public that an "arm" of "our" government has
constructed a commodious underground vault
at a cost of millions of dollars and has stocked
it with billions of dollars of fiat currency. This
is so that "business as usual" will resume after
"we" and the Soviets have had our little joust '

illacs and Rolls-Royces and business as usual.
Because theirs is the best of all possible systems
and they just know it will survive. Such is
their faith. The unshakeable faith. The ulti-
mate faith. God in His Heavens-v must surely be
jealous. I

I ‘N

Ir- i./ ,‘:%\\k,.. . . IQ» ,at nuclear annihilation. Down here in Texas, /
it is said, bi financial houses have buried reels

(
9

and reels of microfilm in an old salt mine --
the mortgage against the Mers homestead among
‘em, I'm sure, against the some eventuality. A
salt mine? I should think that the geological
structure in a salt mine would be subject to cave-
ins. But I really don't know, and that's what they as
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once-high profit shares in relation to the total
national income. Wage rises were, in the capi-
talists‘ terms, "threatening" and so unemployment
and economic recession are deliberately created,

Cla lmdflis UNIONS  T '.;::::2'.:..:%*::::.*:°J,‘i.;:':.:’.','::$.°.:"$?*'<.‘:".*
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Claimants Unions (CU) have been set up to give
support to those outsid the regular trade union
movement, i.e., to low-paid workers, the unem-
ployed, the old, the sick, one-parent families
and so on. The idea is for an autonomous self- '
help group to confront the Social Security bureauc-
racy on the principle that there is strength in num-
bers .

They are organised on a federated basis -- local
CU's run their own union in different ways but are
organised nationally around the 4 basic aims of
the Claimants Charter:

l . The right to an adequate income without a
Means Test.

2. A socialist society in which all necessities
are provided free and which is managed and con-
trolled by the people.

3. No secrets and the right to full information.
4. No distinction between the so-called de-

serving and undeserving poor. S

There are 4 main aspects of CU activity:

l . Fighting claims. I A
2. Political -- such as demonstrations, pro-

ducing literature, sit-ins, etc.
3. Industrial -- engaging support from those in

work. Supporting industrial actions.
4. Social -- support through the actual organ-

isation itself and perhaps various activities that
stem from it, such as pldygroups. ’

One of the primary functions of the CU is educa-
tional/informative. Most people know very little
about claiming benefits and are usually abused and
cheated by the system when they first try. CU's
put out literature to inform claimants as to what
they are entitled, such as clothing or bedding al-
lowances, help with payment of bills, etc. In-
itially these demands are made to the local SS

office who will then send one of their officers to
investigate and determine whether, in their eyes,
there is any need. Because of the well-noted
attitude of SS officers that the money they give
out they virtually regard as their own, they are
extremely reluctant to grant these needs payments.
lf your claim is refused you are allowed to appeal
to a Tribunal but although they are said to be in-
dependent, they are in fact iust part of the same
system. Their decisions are made on a discre-
tionary basis. They have no legal status and are
not, therefore, bound to recognise precedents.
In most cases they back up the decisions of the
SS officers.

Oi/cretion
6 Oi/crimination

Despite what most people may imagine, sup-
plementary benefit is NOT an automatic legal
right for all . Only old-age pensioners have a
legal right to a minimum level of income --
all other payments are discretionary. Schedule
2 Paragraph 4(l)(b) of the T966 Supplementary
Benefit Act states:

" Supplementary Allowance can be reduced
below the amount so calculated or may be
withdrawn ."

While all claimants realise that their benefit may
be reduced or terminated, they are never informed
that emergency payments, lump sum grants, and
special weekly additions are available. This is
where CU's can help with information.

Governments are always saying that we (the
workers) are to blame for rising prices and unem-
ployment because of continuous pay rise demands:
"One man's pay rise is another's price rise" . But
this is not true. Bosses are trying to regain their

National lncome and Expenditure figures, O E .C
D. Report: INFLATION, THE PRESENT PROBLEM.
There is no economic slump. That's a fantasy of
the media to frighten us into being submissive.

Oeviour Ulagr 6 mean!
The whole Social Security system is designed‘ to
make it difficult to claim what miserable pit-
tances there are in an effort to force us back to
work as quickly as possible, and to this end they
employ various devices such as the Means Test
and "Retraining Centres" .

The use of the Means Test means that before you
can claim any benefit you must provide a great
deal of evidence and information about your in -
come, expenditure, and personal details of family
circumstances. The information you provide is NOT
treated as confidential. SS officers contact other
agencies behind your back -- police, doctors, ro-P
bation officers, neighbours, etc. Hundreds of A
special investigators are paid to spy on us -- they
question neighbours, watch the house and follow
people who come and go.

Secret codes govern the payment of Supplementary
Benefit and neither the claimants nor other members
of the public are allowed to see these since they
are covered by the Official Secrets Act -- the in-R
famous "A Code" is 900 pages long!

Moreover , written explanations of how benefit has
been calculated are not normally available v~h ich
makes it impossible to check what deductions have
been made and for what reasons. lmagine any wor-
king person not getting a wage slip with her pay!

lf the Department of Health and Social Security
(DH SS) think that you've been out of work too
long, or if you're a "trouble maker" (CU member)
they can send you to a "Rehabilitation and Re-
training Centre". A nice name for a modem ver-

sion of the workhouse. You can be forced to
attend (under Section l2 of the T966 Act) and if
you refuse, they will cut off your benefit.

The " Industrial Misconduct Rule" is another way
to reduce payments. Virtually anyone who is
sacked or leaves a [ob "without just cause" is
refused unemployment benefit for 6 weeks. If
the person tries to claim supplementary benefit
then a deduction of approximately 40°/o is made
which ensures that claimants (and their family)
are forced to live well below subsistence level.
Many people are refused benefit-g those with no
fixed address are usually turned away. lf they
live in a doss house their money is normallygiven
to the warden to take care of. People underl6
are not allowed to claim, even if they have a
childto look after. Strikers cannot claim a full
allowance (only for their family, if any), thus the
SS also act as strike-breakers.
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FIGHT T0 LIVE

JOIN THE CLAIMANTS UNION

To lUork or flot To :LUor|-s
The "Right To Work" campaign launched by the
traditional left groups is a total sellout as far as
workers are concerned. We don't want to beg for
work under the present system of wage-slavery.
Because of this system there is a conflict between A
what is produced and what is needed, that is, there
is a great need for more housing and public trans-



port, but these things aren't profitable so they're
not produced. Instead we have to work in arma-
ments factories or in building office blocks which
make money by standing empty-

The belief in the "Work Ethic" (that it is morally
better to work than not to, on which the Right To
Work campaign is based) is a very useful weapon
for the bosses. They use it, along with the very
real fear of the hardships of unemployment, to
keep us in unhealthy, low-paid, useless labour.
And also to keep us from questioning the way _
society -- and in particular the way work in that
society -- is organised.

Malemployment, arising out of the capitalist
economic system, now dwarfs the problem of un-
employment. Millions of people are engaged in
useless or even harmful work -- the arms industry,

 

top DJ's can earn £50, 000 per year when hospital
workers are low paid?
The CU movement tries to challenge the whole"
nature and purpose of "work" in this society with
their demand for "A Living Income -- Job Or No
Job" . A demand for a minimum income for all
with nodifferentiation on any grounds, whether
race, sex, or age.

ONCE AGAIN -- ORGANISE

The most important task of the movement is organi
sation, In trying to get people together to stand
up and fight for themselves. There is no way that
these demands can be met in this system, but only
in an egalitarian society, as defined in the CU
charter.
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According to the daily press and news broadcasts, Africa is either nationalist struggles

- an IWW member who recently spent a few months in West Africa. The view is obvious
ly not the one you get from the establishment.

-

The first thing that hits you is the heat, and
depending exactly where you land, it is either
extremely humid or dry.- Africa is such a large
continent that the Sahara Desert, which is 3%
million square miles of sand, forms only a small
part of the continent.

It is also an area which seems to b_e constantly
in turmoil and at the moment can be divided
into three categories:

I . Those countries which have already
achieved their independence, such as Morocco,
Ghana, and Nigeria;

I

I
I I I I2. Those countrnes whrch are fughtmg for

their independence such as Mauritania and
Rhodesia;

3. Those countries still under white colon-
ial rule, such as South Africa and the Spanish
Sahara.

Although the latter category consists of a minor-
ity of countries, I won't deal with them now,
but what is interesting to look at is those in-
dependent black African countries and what is
happening there.

-- .

Ghana was one of the first countries to achieve
political independence (I957). It lies between
2 and 5 degrees above the Equator in the Tropic
of Cancer. It has a population the size of the
Greater London area, yet has approximately the
same land area as all of Britain and was one of
the places that I recently visited.

Imagine a country full of Portobello Roads and
Covent Gardens. A country of street traders.
Everything is out on the streets . There are few
modern stores unless you are in the capital city.
Economically, this country is one of the poor-
est of the West African nations. It has only
one or two English-speaking counterparts, the
rest being French -speaking. The French econ-
omy boosts up these countries somewhat, but the
British economy doesn't or can't boost up the
English-speaking nations. Of course, Nigeria
has oil and there are an increasing number of
rich Nigerians. But the working people who
form the mass of people in all these countries
have been living the same way for many years.
Picture a family of five or six living in two
rooms held together by mud walls and corrigated
iron for the roof. Work begins when the sun
comes up and finishes when the sun goes down.
Only some office and white collar workers in
the cities now have better working hours.

The western industrial bureaucratic way of
doing things is very much in evidence. Try
getting a re-entry visa or a visa for another
cou ntry and inevitably you come up against
the nation's number one racket -- bribery and
corruption. It could take several weeks and a
lot of your money to get anything done. This
doesn't apply only to whites as everyone is sub-
iect to the same pressures.

Ever tried digging a road for I2 hours a day in
temperatures over I00 degrees F.? It seems
that no-where is labour so cheap as in the Af-
rican states. It is cheap despite the influence
of what have been called strong labour unions
because the ultimate power of most independent
nations is in the hands of a military dictator-
ship. And the generals and colonels are well
off with nice houses and servants. The most -

popular car in Africa is -- not the Renault --
':>ut the Mercedes 2205. Of course, it is not
working people who have them. They have to
use public transport which means about one
bus in two hours -- if any comes at all. Every
thing getson that bus and they usually travel
dangerously overloaded. Of course you can
always travel by tro-tro (the mame" wagons)
and most working people do -IT;E>n of
cheap taxi service. _'

Bearing in mind that consumer goods are
fairly limited, you must realise that the
average annual wage is about £300 and some
people earn even less, others slightly more.
Bear in mind also that certain foodstuffs are
very expensive (meat, beef and chicken, in
particular). Most people live on a basic
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diet of yams, rice, and fish, plus the local
village dishes. Most of the_ population of
Africa lives in villages and not the larger
urban areas. ,

You don't have to be in Africa long before
you realise that most people think you mus't
be rich M in order to get out thee. Consequentl-
Iy, you usually_pay more for most things.‘
Thee is a very high rate of inflation there
and this makes survival very expensive for 3
everyone -- even tourists! Inflation in
Nigeria at the end of I975 was supposed to
have reached 30% with the consequence that
the cost of living was more than that in Eng-
lmd. In Abidian in the Ivory Coast, the I
cost of living is about the same as in New
York! If it wasn't for-the black market in I
money exchmge, not many visitors could
afford to see these countries.

So, how is this affecting the working people
of these countries? Considering that most
people live in the rural areas, they inevi-
tably work on the land Few work in fac
tories because the building of industry can-
not be financed at this time by the black coun-
tries themselves. Most industry began with _
colonialisation by the British, French, Dutch,
and'Germans, and muchmachiney is either
out of date or is producing only small consumer
goods. Ghana has iust started to produce its
own transistor radios and torches, but ironically
thee is a great shortage of batteies so not
everyone who has these goods can use them.

For Export

The greatest development has been on the land.
Most West African countries are endeavouring
to be self-sufficient in foodstuffs. Farms we
either collectively run, although ultimately
are either privately-owned or owned by the
government. The anomaly is that this produce
is usually for export to bring in foreign capital
and so it is expensive topbuy in the country of
origin. The (potential to feed the population

 

with cheap wholesome food is thee, though.
It's iust that the interests of working people
do not seem to be at the top of the government's
agenda.

Under the military dictatorships colonels and
geneals are ultimately in charge of all modes
of production, even though they haven't the
basic knowledge of how things are run. There
are massive propaganda programs. Of course,
you need a radio to hear them, but the media
seems to be quite effective in promoting "black
nationalism" . The consequence is that although
strikes (which are not permissible) do occur,
they are broken vey quickly. Workers are
sacked and just not re-employed. If you criti-
cize government policy you are likely to be
thrown into prison. So-called "iustice" involves
the hmding out of severe penalties for the most
insignificant of "crimes" . Working people are
kept in their place by repression of a Spanish
or South African variety. In other words, it is
unhealthy to open your mouth if you are going
to be critical.

_BossSwap
So where does Africa go from here? The politi-
cal and economic situation in most countries is
such that they are trying to be totally indepen-
dent on the one hand, but must rely on outside
economic help, mostly from the Western and
Eastern bloc countries. Their strides towarch
black nationalism are inevitably becoming re-
pression of their own people, but that only
illustrate the fact that under imposed govem-
ment working people can neve be free. The
absence of colonial Iule has meant only that,
for the most part, a black ruling class has been
able to take the place of a white ruling class.
And as long as economic help must be sought
from other countries, the black nationalists
must be able to keep the working class in line.
The truth is that under capitalism -- no matte
what colour the bosses might be -- working
people will be tied to wage slavery.

' PAUL SHELLARD
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This is an account of my experiences as a- tempor- I Kan . A few of their other operations in the UK are
ary employee of Mars Ltd. during the summers of _ Pet Foods, Melton Mowbray, Dornay Foods, Kings
I975 and I976. Since I dOn'l' have ready answers Lynn, qnd Tl1omq5'5, Halifax. Their plants are
to the problems of temporary workers, this article serviced by 4-Square Vending, a catering concem
will be more of a narrative than an in-depth anal- owned b Ma,-5 Q5 we|| , Buy now to {ha 5|-my of
ysis. Temporary work -- especially seasonal work - "|_||=E Olkl MARS" , _ ‘
-- is usually performed by students and women with

I h llfamilies people w ose committments don't a ow ' ' '
them to lseek regular em loyment for the moneyP
they need. Whether or not their families will have
a holiday or a good Christmas depends on their
annual short-term employment. And because many
of the women have a definite goal in mind, this
usually_ helps them to endure poor working condi-
tions and low pay. They think to themselves that
it will be over in so many weeks and if they don't
stick it out their children won't get the bicycles.
they've been dreaming about, the house won'tget
the new windows it needs, and so on.

Mars Ltd. is based on the Slough Trading Estate
in Buckinghamshire, but for the pastten years
theyhave leased the Bay Tree Mill in Middleton,
Lancashire, for the packing of its Christmas lines.
The Confectionary Division is one of the three
largest confectionary manufacturers in the UK "
(along with Cadbury-Schweppes and Rowntree-
Macintosh). Mars is also a multinational company
which began in the United States and it now has
operations in France, Germany, Holland, Australia
and connections in other countries as well . For
instance, some of the pet products packaged at
their Halifax subsidiary are manufactured in (Spain.
They, produce many different lines of prepared foods
such as Uncle Ben's Rice and Yeoman Brand Mashed
Potatoes and also have pet food lines such as Kal-

In July, I975 I sawa large ad in the local paper
for temporary help to pack chocolates for Christ-
mas. The ad said to apply after 9:00 AM on cer-
tain days the following week. On the scheduled
‘day I arrived at the mill at 8:50 AM, but was
already 35th in line for an interview! After fill-
ing out an application and moving up 35 places,
I was finally given a short interview, shunted
from table to table to pick up different forms,
directed to the medical room, had things poked
in my ears and mouth, pronounced fit, processed
and packaged like a bar of chocolate. When I
finally left at 9:30, women, many clutcl'ing
babies and toddlers, were lined up in the stair-
well going down two floors. When I reached the
entrace, I found it absolutely iammed with prams
and pushchairs.

I began work a week later on the I0:00 AM til
2:00 PM shift. For the Christmas pack Mars err.-
ployed about 500 women working on 5 different
shifts of 4 or 8 hours. On the 4th floor women
worked assembly-line fashion packing selecticn
boxes. The pace was so fierce with the belt
never shutting down that you had to raise your
hand to go to the toilet. The floor supervisor was
an ex-army officer and it was not unknown for



young girls to be reduced to tears by her commands.

On the 5th floor there were 6 lines for the assem-
bly of Christmas stockings. Each line had 20
packers, 4 servicers to put up the boxes of choco-
Iates forthe packers, and several women working
at the end of the belt passing the stockings, re-
doing the reiects, and packing the products into
cases. _

There is a whole hierarchy of supervisors at Mars,
distinguishable by their uniforms. Supervisors A
(female) wore overalls and turbans. Floor super-
visors had red stripes and line supervisors had
green stripes. There was also a quality control
supervisor with blue stripes. The plant managers
wore white shirts and trousers. All the managers
-- including the "big boys" who occasionally
came up from Slough -- had their Christian names
sewn onto their uniforms as it is Mars' friendly
policy that all personnel are on a first-name basis
We workers wore white overalls and white caps.

On the first day of work we were herded into the
canteen to get a pep talk and hear how good it is
to work for Mars. We were told that tea wo uld be
I pence dearer this year because the company had
paid out £I0, 000 in subsidised tea the previous
year and could no longer afford it. Part-time
employees were told they couldn't get dinners in
the canteen as the company could not afford sub-
sidised dinners for everyone. As if we could get
a dinner finished in our ten-minute teabreakl We
were reminded that "our efforts can contribute to
the pleasures of many children at Christmas" and
urged by the manager to "make this year's pack
the most successful ever" and sent out to the
trenches -- I mean, benches.

Christmas in July  
I was given a position on the No. I Small Stock-
ing Line and set to work. The operation involved
stuffing 7 different items into a net stocking, fold-
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gauze sleeve forqour arm and a nylon glove for
the hand usedto stuff the stockings. My god, I
thought, isn't this carrying health precautions o
bit far, considering the chocolates are already
wrapped, but I soon discovered that the sleeve
and glove were to protect us from the scratchy
net of the stockings. However, it's n'ear impos-
sible to handle the glossy wrappers of the product
with nylon fingertips, so we had tosnip the tios
off the gloves. This meant that tom and bleeding
cuticles were an occupational hazard.

The production target was I000 stockings per day
for full-time and 450 to 500 for part-time packers
Of course we weren't expected to do the full
quota right off. For the first week our supervisor
came by at the close of the shift, telling us how
many we packed, what an improvement over the
previous day's work, and smilingly urged us on.
All the supervisors were nice and friendly in the
beginning . . .

At the end of the shift, as the minute hand ap-
proached 2:00 PM -we were all prancing nervously
at our positions, like race horses at the starting
gate, waiting for the OK to leave from Big Bertha
the floor supervisor. We didn't dare leave our
places until she bellowed out, "ALL RlGHT,GlRLS"
and than all hell broke loose as we rushed into
the locker room, tore off our overalls, and rushed
down the steps and out. Most of us had to get home
be-fore school finished to collect our children, get |
some shopping in before that for tea, and so on.

As the pack continued, there was a fairly high
turnover of personnel. Only a few women were
actually sacked for not producing enough, most
quit first. Sometimes the faster packers wauld
help out the women next to them.

I975 was supposed to have been a bad year for
(Mars. First, the faltering economy had caused
many of their customers to reduce orders, then
they couldn't get certain shipments on time, and
in August, a heat wave swept across England.

ing a "header card" and stapling it onto the stock- Needless to say, if it's hot outside it's even‘
ing and throwing the finished stocking onto the belt.hotter on the 5th floor of an old mill and those

(We would need to do more than two a minute to
reach the production quota. We were given a

Mars Bars got softer and softer as the temperature
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‘rosé’. "Ou'r"fing ers sank into f every ‘chocbllot?'bd'r"";A'
’ i *’we*t‘ou"ch'ed and the bags**of Tr'eets'w.ere'*swe’ating

worse than we were-.4 (This ‘refersto the coconulriltl
oil °condensi~n'g on the ‘surface of theswerét and
this‘condition is idealrfor-maggots.) The Quality:
Cointroslisupeirvisor ran around with her thermome-
ter and the supervisors assured us that it wasn't
really as hot as we thought. Finally, the line was
shut down and we were sent home. This happened
on the following two days until the weathercooled
off a bit. Incidentally, this situation did not
develop in I976 although tlat sum merwas even
hotter. A During the winter the compan y had extra
ventilation installed to keep the chocolates cool.

We were made to pay for our time off, though.
The Christmas pack works to a very close schedule
and after that management took a hard line on
turning out work and shouts from the supervisors
of "GET ON WITH YOUR PACKING" were fre-
quently heard.

Working Without
Really Trying
In the face of the ever- Increasing speed-up many
packers were forced to find other ways to turn out
the necessary quota of work. Our work was counted
by the number of header cards signed out to us each

I   
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such a’ thing 'andth'en_carr'1e,over'to'warn_us'.',' I
" l'm'not'_ ttheirldirtywork for l'l‘l§i>m',"'
sho toldtus, “Lor=rhom find out themselves."
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As management continued to speed up the work,
the full-time packers were told that anyone not -
producing at I east I000 stockings per day would
be out the door. Since a somewhat lower hourly
production rate was accepted from the part-time
packers, the full-timers demanded more money
and began a slow-down. Those I000 stockings
represented (in I975) pa retail value of £450.00.
The women eamed £5.41 per day, or iust over
ZIP a stocking. T-he plant manage was scared and
met with them, but when la manager came.-.up_from*
Slough, the women weren't organised to press _
through their demands. Their biggest mistake was
in not trying to involve the rest of us. ‘

\ . . .

But management really was scared. All the work
done is for orders already sold and in the highly-
competitive food industry, especially in seasonal
work -- any delay can mean a big loss in profit.
So, as if by magic, management suddenly de-
cided that staff sales would be free (previously,
we were able to purchase bags of reiected choc-
olates. What wasn't sold to us went for hog
slop.) and we even got free dog and cat food

day. At the shift's end, the supervisor collected any from one of their subsidiaries.
unused cards, so women found other ways of getting
rid of the cards besides stapling them onto stockings.
About mid-September, we noticed that the belt
seemed to be moving slower and slower until one
day it actually came to a halt. The charge-hand
ran over, took apart the top end of the belt and
discovered scores of header cards chewed up by
the belt's mechanism. So many had been dropped
underneath the belt they had actually clogged the
mechanism .

Several women pusher.‘ bins around all day col-
lecting our empty boxes. On particularly hectic
days some of our cards accidentally got thrown out
with. the rubbish. Somehow the supervisor saw a

number of cards being baled with the boxes and
asked the woman doing the bins to watch for

But no real organisation developed from the full-
time packers attempt at winning a wage increase.
The season was nearing completion and after this
management became very solicitous of our wel-
fare, regularly strolling along the lines to ex-
change pleasantries with the packers. At the end
of each season all employees have a short inter-It
view with o member of staff. Our workis lap-g
praised“ by our immediate supervisor and we are
asked to make any criticisms or suggestions to") l
improve our jobs. No one has ever known of any
of the suggestions being acted upon, though. It
is mainly a public relations ploy by rnanage'ment"'
to have us leave the season's work with a friendly
attitude towards the company. ' ' ‘S I 4- If R
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In May of the following year'l received a lette
warning me that "Christmas ls Coming" and that
Mars would be contacting me about working in
the summer. Early in July I received a second
letter with the hours and wages of this year's pack
and told when to come for an interview. So, the
next summer found me again at Mars, this time
working the evening shift. S
The deteriorating economic condition was reflected
in this year's workforce being reduced by almost
one-half, and the attitude of management had
hardened. Our linebegan with four services to
put up chocolate for twenty packers and ended I
with two, and thee were expected to sweep up
at night as well. When one of the women com-
plained, she was reminded that there wee others
outside waiting for her iob.

A few of us decided to write an information leaf-
let, recalling the events of last year and» outlining
some of our problems. The leaflet read:
"We're now well into the Christmas pack and man-
agement has begun to tighten the screws. When
we started work, John Owen mentioned that Mars
had to tighten up because of a drop in sales. . .
and of course, ourhighe wage must be countered
by an increase in productivitv. . .
"All the work we do is for orders already sold, and
in the highly-competitive food industry, and e-
pecially in this type of seasonal work, any delay
may mean a big loss in profit. . .
"And just like last year we get the same speed-up
week afte week. Some of us have been warned to
double production or get out. We've got to flog
ourselves to make more profit ‘for Mars -- we get
the same pay if we pack 200 stockings or 600 . . .

" If we complain we're reminded that thee are more
outside waiting for our iob. Management come
round and asks, " How are you getting on'?' but they
don't really want to know. The assume the image
of satisfaction is reality. A y

" If we all act togethe we can get better conditions
for ourselve. Reist speed-up. Don't pack even
one stocking over the target —- it only make more
‘work for those of us who are sevicers and checkers,

 7 j

and we get no more money for it. Every time we
reach the production target, management's thmks is
to raise it. If they want more production, they'll
have to pay for it. We should get more in staff
sale, and free, like last year. They're only reiects
the company can't sell anyway. Why should they
take even 20p of our wage for what would othewise
be pig food?

"Thee are plenty of other things we should aim at
improving and we would benefit greatly by acting
togethe. There needs to be -a decent union for
food workers -- help us to form it by contacting
the committee to organise Foodstuff Worker. Indus-

. \

trial U_nion at The One Big Union Centre. . ." g
‘. I

The leaflet was distributed by some sympathetic
friends, and there was quite a reaction. Most of
the comments wee favourable, but of course, thee
are always a few who think they have something in
common with their bosses. At break-time the leaf-
lets wee ve|'y much in eviderce as women took then
out to read and discuss them. And, management
suddenly became very concerned about our comfort,
and fearing that the evening might be a trifle too
hot for us, provided free cold drinks for us.

Late that night one of the manages from Slough
came in, trying to look casual as he walked up
and down the rows to assess the situation. What a
laugh we had about that, thinking of him getting
the first train north, a limousine full of Mars bars
waiting at the station to mshhim ave to Middle-
ton whee thee trouble at the mill.

The next day several women telephoned the number
on the leaflet to make inquirie and one actually
visited The OBU Centre to get more information.
So, we decided to write another leaflet advertising
a meeting. The second leaflet read: 4’

"We've all had time to think about the leaflet
distributed on Tuesday. Many women agreed
with the contents of the leaflet, others did not,
but we're sure everyone has some suggestion to
make about improving our iobs. And management
¢6l'I'0iI'IlY took notice -- thanks for the free orange

oi

drink, Rage and Les. Speaking of management,
wasn't it nice of John Owen to rush up and see us
on Tuesday night‘?

"Now, we're all thinking, ' What can we do on a
temporary iob like this?' but many of us find our-
selves back at Mars year after year, so isn't it -
about time we take action?"

On Saturday, the day of the meeting, sadly, only
a handful of women turned up and they wee clearly
disappointed and discouraged at the attendance.
They all thought the place would be packed out, ;_
and felt that in the short time left to us, so few of
us could not possibly get anything organised. So
fed-up was one woman, in fact, that she quit the
iob the following week. After talking for an hour
or so, we decided to try to spread the idea of each
line choosing a delegate to go in to management,
and if this did not actually come about, to try at
least to keep up interest as much as possible.
Two of the women thought it would be worthwhile
to lay some groundwork for the following year, and
we exchanged names and addresses.
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So, no organisation developed from the leaflets
and meeting. The pack continued for a few more
weeks and then was over. And that's how things
have been going on for a long time. I976 was the
Ilth year Mars had run a Christmas pack at Middle-
ton. By way of a postscript, I977 has seen even
more drastic reductions in the Middleton pack.
The company has opened only one floor for this
year's production and have not even bothered to
advertise in the local papers forshelp, but have
instead only contacted employee of previous i
years. In addition, the pack has started up almost
a month late than previous years.

Anticipating a drop in sales, however, Mars
confectionary division has divesified into the toy
market. If you've noticed the new Remus pack
kits in supermarkets and newsagents, they are being
produced by mars. And The Guardian put it very
nicely in an article last August: I

"The Remus display stand could become as tempt-
ing to the shopping mother as the sweet display
at the supermarket check-outlbut with prices from
29p to 79p she can at least come away happy in
the thought that her “purchase won't lead to extra
visits to the dentist."

 

_ i 3UBSCRIPl‘ION.3 : Please send £1 to:
' The Industrial Unionist,

115 Chadderton Way,
Oldham,
Lancs.
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